Born at Sunrise
10.5 cm square base, 6.5cm tall
4 inch square base, 2.5 inches tall

By: Michael Goddard, März 2017

Born at Sunrise Basic Attributes
Base is 10.5 cm square and 6.5 high at the peak. The matrix is epoxy holding
Quartz Crystal, Copper spiral wire and plate, Birch Tree bark, magnetic Volcanic
Sand, water from St. Michael's mound on the St. Michael's ley line in South
England, gold colored Copper foil and magnetic Volcanic Sand and rainbow
Flower of Life on the front.
This Pyramid was taken out of the form at sunrise and is called; “Born At
Sunrise.” A beautiful, handmade pyramid based on the energetic principals of
Orgonite. This Flower of Life Pyramid is designed with the alternating layers of
carefully selected materials to draw in low frequency energies and convert
them into higher frequency, life supporting energies. As the acrylic Matrix was
hardening, it was tuned to 528 Hz Solfaggic frequency, the frequency love and
the musical note of miracles and transformation. There is also a pizeo-electric
effect strengthening the Quartz Crystal at the top which acts as a positive
energy sending antenna. Water is known for storing energy and I collected
the water inside this pyramid from St. Michael’s Mound in South England.
Symbols & Cap Stone
The front symbol is the Flower of Life and the cap stone within the epoxy is a
polished Quartz crystal. The Flower of Life helps bring holistic order into one`s
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life and the Quartz crystal acts as an antenna to broadcast positive energy into
the room that it is in.
Properties of the materials
Quartz Crystal- Quartz is a stone of clarity which clears away negative energy,
clarifies though processes and emotions. At the top of the pyramid, it also acts
as an antenna.
Copper- Excellent electrical conductor and energy amplifier. Said to keep dark
energies away.
Birch Tree Bark – brings flexibility and sweetness into one`s environment
Magnetic, Volcanic Sand – The sand from Santorini, Greece has a strong
magnetic quality and helps draw in energy. This natural sand has the ability to
store and radiate large amounts of positive energy.
Water from Sacred Places – The water inside the pyramid acts as an energetic
battery storing positive energy to be transmitted into the area the pyramid is
in. I personally gathered this water from the area of St. Michael`s Mound in
South England.
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